PC 80386/80486 oder hoher, VGA Monitor, VGA Grafikkarte, mind. 560 KB Arbeitsspeicher, mind. 4 MB RAM, MS-DOS 5.0/6.0, Windows ab 3.1, Maus, CD-ROM Laufwerk

- Paule Vezelay/Hans Arp : The Enchantments of Purity
- Peaking of World Oil Production : Impacts, Mitigation and Risk Management
- Patterson - 18 Copy Mixed Floor Display
- Peachtree : The Road That Shaped Atlanta
- Peanuts It’ the Great Pumpkin Small Recycled Shopper Tote
- Pay Out and Pay Back
- Pavement Evaluation and Rehabilitation
- Pb Fourways Farm (10 Books) Pack 1
- Paul Frank 18 Oz. Acrylic Travel Cup